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***** Print on Demand *****.Shelley took his place within the vatic history of mythopoetic bards and
bore the Visionary legacy. He offered a simple spark of poetry to his audience while promising a
raging fire would burn if the poetry was nurtured correctly. However, Shelley realized that most
people cannot accept the poet s offering (for various reasons; ignoring, rejecting or
misunderstanding) and they let that spark smolder into nothing. Shelley shouts into his written
words, leaving his hard-earned knowledge of the human condition and his visionary plight for
willing human ears. Shelley paints himself as the Visionary, sound and steady within a wisdom that
understands the suffering beauty of the human condition, who sits as a tranquil star to burn as
heavenly light. Shelley s hope is to guide humanity through the dark night of doubt and fear
towards the possibility laying dormant within being human. This volume contains the following
essays: A Defence of Poetry On Love On Life On A Future State On the Punishment of Death, A
Fragment Speculations on Metaphysics Speculations on Morals Essay on the Literature, The Arts,
and the Manners...
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This created book is wonderful. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. Your way of life span will likely be enhance as soon as
you comprehensive looking at this publication.
-- Jesse Yundt-- Jesse Yundt

Excellent eBook and valuable one. It normally will not price too much. Your daily life span is going to be change once you comprehensive reading this
ebook.
-- Ez r a  B er g str om-- Ez r a  B er g str om
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